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Merkle Commentary and POV

In this edition of the Wealth Management Marketing Insights, we focus on the one financial goal we all
share – retirement.  

Since their inception, workplace retirement plans and personal retirement accounts have provided a stable 
base of assets for wealth management firms. It is estimated that within 10 years, as much as 80% of 
investable assets will be concentrated with pre-retirees and retirees.1 Competition for those assets has been 
fierce for some time but as more Boomers retire and begin to draw down their assets, an important battle is 
being fought on another front to engage Millennials and secure the next wave of retirement assets. 

Investors on both fronts want help. Only 21% of investors said they were very confident they would have 
what they need for a comfortable retirement2 and more than half of those ages 18-24 and 65% of those ages 
25-34 indicated that they want advice from their financial services providers.3  But the ground is shifting 
beneath wealth management firms when it comes to offering advice with robo-advisors establishing a 
foothold and new rules from the Department of Labor regarding advice for retirement plan accounts.

New approaches continue to arrive on the scene. Some of the most interesting ones seek to combine 
automated solutions with a human advisor. Companies are having some success applying behavioral 
economic principles to simplify the decision process. To maintain or grow market share in the long
run, wealth management firms must continue to find ways to fight inertia and educate Millennials
on the positive impact that saving today and will have on their ability to retire on their terms. 

Bonnie Zahorik
Director, Wealth Management Marketing Strategy1 LIMRA Secure Retirement Institute, 2015

2 EBRI, 2015
3 Mintel, Consumer Attitudes toward FinTech, May 2016
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Consumers Have a False Sense of Confidence Regarding Retirement Planning

According to the Employee Benefit Research Institute’s 2016 Retirement Confidence Survey, 54% of respondents 
currently saving for retirement had less than $25,000 in savings and investments, including the 26% that said 
they have less than $1,000. Yet three-quarters of respondents were confident about their ability to do a good job 
planning for retirement. 

4Source: https://www.ebri.org/publications/ib/index.cfm?fa=ibDisp&content_id=3328

Implication: Many consumers have little understanding of the fundamentals of saving for retirement. Significant 
opportunity exists to help consumers understand the basic steps they need to take to be truly prepared for 
retirement."

Worker Confidence About Having Enough Money for a Comfortable Retirement

“While workers and/or their 
spouses who have a 
retirement plan have much 
larger savings and are also 
more likely to have taken 
steps to prepare for 
retirement, in the aggregate, 
only a minority of all workers 
appear to be taking basic 
steps needed to prepare for 
retirement.”  

- Employee Benefit Research 
Institute’s 2016 Retirement 
Confidence Survey

https://www.ebri.org/publications/ib/index.cfm?fa=ibDisp&content_id=3328
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Few Consumers Have a Tax-Advantaged Retirement Account

According to Mintel research, most consumers are not taking advantage of tax benefits of certain types of 
retirement plans, which will have tax implications for them when they retire. 

5

Base: 2,001 internet users aged  18+

Source: Lightspeed GMI/Mintel

Own Tax-Advantaged Retirement Account, December 2015
"Which, if any, of the following do you agree with regarding investment accounts? This includes 
non-retirement investment accounts as well as any type of tax-advantaged retirement account, 

such as an IRA, employer-sponsored 401(k) or 403(b) account. Please select ALL that apply."

Wells Fargo Private Bank invited clients to 
work on a strategy to minimize their 2015 
taxes before the year came to a close.

http://images1.eperformance.mintel.com/mediaserver/perform_image/CAgeUwIpgbggdEpNaf+y6++fSw3g4++PBE2++fyg4++PJkY+++pAR+++T_++PBSMIs+++4BFIMkYCr5++P5vWCy_++j+++PJA+++TBIgbAJKBi_++niw2AAAA
http://images1.eperformance.mintel.com/mediaserver/perform_image/CAgeUwIpgbggdEpNaf+y6++fSw3g4++PBE2++fyg4++PJkY+++pAR+++T_++PBSMIs+++4BFIMkYCr5++P5vWCy_++j+++PJA+++TBIgbAJKBi_++niw2AAAA
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Majority of Retirees Roll Funds Out of 401(k) Plans, Most Working with Advisors

According to a recent survey released by the Center for Retirement Income at The American College of Financial 
Services, the majority of baby boomers who work with financial advisers are opting to move their retirement 
savings to an individual retirement account in an attempt to improve their investment performance and 
consolidate their assets rather than letting their money stay put in their former employer's 401(k) plan. 

• The majority — 62% — of recent retirees with substantial assets in a defined-contribution plan at retirement 
chose to move their assets out of the plan. More than eight in 10 did so with the help of a financial adviser. 

• By comparison, of the 38% who left money in the employer plan, only about half — 56% — said they worked 
with an adviser.

• Over two-thirds of those who decided to keep their money in the employer plan said they liked the 
investment options. But more than half of this group also admitted it was simply easier to leave things the 
way they were.

• Those who rolled money over with the help of an adviser were more likely to have a comprehensive 
retirement plan that reflected retirement income planning strategies, including an estimate of how much 
income they will receive each year, where that income will come from and how long it will need to last. 
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Source: Franklin, Mary Beth. “Majority of Retirees Roll Funds Out of 401(k) Plans.” Investment News (03/15/16)

Implications: This survey demonstrates two important trends: Millions of soon-to-be retired Americans are 
interested in working with an adviser, and most of them are looking for guidance beyond investment advice. 
They want to know how to turn their savings into a reliable income stream that will last a lifetime, while some 
want to have broader discussions about retirement planning that might include health costs and legacy plans. 
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“Customers First” to Become the Law in Retirement Investing

The Labor Department and the insurance industry recently issued new regulations that will require financial 
advisers and brokers handling individual retirement and 401(k) accounts to act in the best interests of their clients. 

The government move is expected to encourage a shift of retirement funds into lower-cost investments —
potentially saving billions of dollars for many ordinary investors — while setting off one of the biggest upheavals in 
the financial services industry in decades. The so-called conflict-of-interest rule covers only tax-advantaged 
retirement accounts and does not apply to most other investments. Firms are examining their procedures now 
and must be compliant with the new rules by April 2017.
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Source: http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/07/your-money/new-rules-for-retirement-accounts-financial-advisers.html?_r=1

“The marketing material that I see from many firms is, ‘We 
put our customers first.’ This is no longer a marketing slogan. 
It’s the law.”  

- Thomas E. Perez, the Secretary of Labor

“It has the potential to really change the way advice is 
delivered to retail investors. It is a really big deal. 
Revolutionary, even.”

- Barbara Roper, Consumer Federation of America

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/07/your-money/new-rules-for-retirement-accounts-financial-advisers.html?_r=1
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Retirement Planning and Education is Prime Target for Digital Disruption

While millennials seem to understand the importance of starting to save for retirement early, direct marketing 
activity promoting retirement products and services to younger consumers remains minimal.

• According to Mintel Reports, 53% of millennials have received professional financial advice regarding retirement 
savings, and another 24% expressed interest in receiving it. Yet over the last 15 months, just 15% of non-
statement direct mail for retirement-focused investment products was sent to consumers age 40 and younger. 

• In email, regardless of age, investment firms appear even less active. On Mintel ePerformance, subject lines 
featuring “401(k),” “IRA,” and “retirement” together combined to account for less than 1% investment and 
banking email volume over the last six months. 

8
Source: Comperemedia

Implications: Taking into account the lack of activity in traditional direct marketing channels, as well as the 
recent popularity of robo-advisor investment platforms and peer-to-peer lending platforms, retirement 
planning and education is a prime target for digital disruption.
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Robo-Advisors: Company Comparison

Vanguard and Charles Schwab have been major disruptors of this industry, drawing upon the enormous assets 
under management of an already-loyal client base to quickly rise to the top of the competitors in the space. While 
the dominance of companies like Vanguard and Schwab highlights the advantage of an excellent reputation in the 
industry, Betterment and Wealthfront enjoyed a first-to-market advantage over other robo-advisors. After ending a 
temporary partnership with Betterment, Fidelity began piloting FidelityGo for retail investors in March and E*Trade 
is planning to deploy a solution later this year. 
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Implications: The success of a robo-advisor is determined not only by the technical robustness of its product and 
the ability to deliver value to the investor, but also by the public perception and willingness to trust the service. 

Source: Comperemedia

Robo-Advisor Company AUM
Min.

Deposit
Management 

Fee
Investment

Type
Differentiator

$79.9bn
total advisory

$31.1bn “robo”
$50,000 0.3% Vanguard Funds

Preferred access to lowest-expense mutual 
funds and ETFs in the industry.

$25.5bn
total advisory
$6.6bn “robo”

$5,000
None; Expense 
Ratio Fees only

ETF
Robust offering of ETFs covering 20 asset

classes

$4.0bn None 0.15-0.35% ETF
No miminum deposit; Low Management Fee;

Daily tax-loss harvesting

$3.1bn $500
0.25% (first 

$10,000 free)
ETF

Strategy designed by economist Dr. Burton 
Malkiel; Modern Portfolio Theory

$2.1bn $25,000 0.49-0.89%
ETF (individual 
securities for 

$100k+)

Access to individual securities for accounts 
over $100k; highly personalized experience
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Millennials Most Interested Generation in Robo-Advising

In the modern information age, investors—particularly Millennials—are more willing than ever to trust the 
wisdom of automated financial services like robo-advisors, particularly when those investment vehicles offer 
access to sophisticated tools and strategies at significantly lower costs than a brokerage.
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Implications: Millennials, many who don’t have enough assets to interest a personal financial adviser, are a 
target audience for robo-advisers. However, with the wide distribution capabilities and access to large pools of 
investors, established and well-funded companies have the ability to develop in-house capabilities and/or 
partner with tech companies to create new expectations for the rest of the market.

Source: Personal Finance and Advice – Mintel Reports – US – June 2016

Millennials are much more likely to believe that advice from a robo-advisor or online financial 
institution is just as good as advice from a personal financial adviser.

Use of Robo-Adviser Service Through An Investment Firm
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Younger Consumers are not Abandoning Personal Relationships

11

Source: Mintel, Consumer Attitudes Towards FinTech, May 2016 

One of the biggest effects that FinTech has had on the customer experience is the use of digital communications 
channels. However, digital does not come at the expense of the traditional.  We are now seeing the use of more 
communication channels, not the replacement of channels. 
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Marketing Private Banking Services to High-Net Worth Households

Because the high net worth segment skews older, they tend to be less concerned about having the latest online 
services (i.e., robo-advisers, online budgeting tools and educational videos) and focus more on the relationship.

• Vast majority of digital marketing campaigns that go to high net worth audiences are customer communications

• Email is typically reserved for the most important financial moments (i.e., tax season)

• Private banking firms primarily mass-market themselves through print ads in business journals and publications

12
Source: Comperemedia

In campaigns encouraging customers to meet “one on 
one with a specialist,” U.S. Trust was listed as one of 
the Bank of America legal entities. This suggests that 
customers who need the private banking services of 
U.S. Trust will be redirected after a Bank of America 
specialist determines their high net worth. 

While clients were already focused 
on their finances during tax season, 
Merrill Lynch introduced the insight 
that comes with one of its advisors.

Direct Mail

Email

Print

Online

The Private Bank of Wells Fargo 
presented itself as an ally and 
targeted confident professionals 
“who know what it takes to get 
there.” Online ads continued this 
theme with much simpler language.

http://www.comperemedia.com/image_viewer/87456366/
http://www.comperemedia.com/image_viewer/87456366/
http://www.comperemedia.com/image_viewer/87456366/
http://www.comperemedia.com/image_viewer/87456366/
http://www.comperemedia.com/image_viewer/87456366/
http://www.comperemedia.com/image_viewer/87456366/
http://images1.eperformance.mintel.com/mediaserver/perform_image/BBgeUwIpgbggdEpNwgo+hIw_++TCkBRB6++fyw3w3fz5++Px++fCwNSMIM4bCKIxA3kA+++nsFRhoEdTCGQ_++TmE4+++kgvF2GAA
http://images1.eperformance.mintel.com/mediaserver/perform_image/BBgeUwIpgbggdEpNwgo+hIw_++TCkBRB6++fyw3w3fz5++Px++fCwNSMIM4bCKIxA3kA+++nsFRhoEdTCGQ_++TmE4+++kgvF2GAA
http://www.comperemedia.com/one_search/campaign/20140421-1230
http://www.comperemedia.com/one_search/campaign/20140421-1230
http://www.comperemedia.com/one_search/campaign/20160113-16228
http://www.comperemedia.com/one_search/campaign/20160113-16228
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Relationship Building: A Strategy to Win High Net Worth Customers

Relationship building over time appears to be the primary strategy for winning high net worth banking customers. 
Retail banks with private arms, such as Bank of America and Citibank, demonstrate this patient, carefully crafted 
strategy by offering personalized service at the mass affluent tier and exclusive programs like Preferred Rewards and 
Citigold to keep customers engaged on their journey to becoming high net worth.

13
Source: Comperemedia

Bank of America congratulates Preferred 
Rewards Platinum Honors clients with assets 
surpassing $100,000, notifying them on their 
upgrade to a higher Preferred Rewards tier. 

Higher Money Market Savings interest rates

75% more credit card rewards

No ATM fees at non-Bank of America ATMs

100 free equity and ETF trades per month

Citibank’s Citigold package targeted affluent 
customers promoting “exclusive benefits” such 
as a higher level of service, better pricing, and 
personal guidance. New York members were 
encouraged to stop by the new Citigold Client 
Center to learn about extra perks like free 
dessert at restaurants. 

http://www.comperemedia.com/one_search/campaign/20160405-011611
http://www.comperemedia.com/one_search/campaign/20160405-011611
http://www.comperemedia.com/one_search/campaign/20150407-011841
http://www.comperemedia.com/one_search/campaign/20150407-011841
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Humanizing Their Brand: Promoting Personalized, 1:1 Support via Digital Channels

The customer journey is changing and consumers want flexibility. By offering both digital and in-person options, 
banks can engage with their customers on their own terms. 

14
Source: Mintel Comperemedia

Implications: The rise of technology is making it easier and more convenient than ever for consumers to take 
control of their financial health and wellness. However, to become a true partner in the process and create a 
stickier customer, financial brands can’t ignore the fact that there is still an emotional side to finance. 
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Investment Firms Putting More Effort in Online/Mobile Ads

Although it appears consumers are underserved in traditional marketing channels, some major players are 
embracing digital channels to educate consumers in retirement planning. According to Comperemedia, among 
Fiserv categories over the last 15 months, investment had the second highest online/mobile campaign count behind 
loans. 

15
Source: Comperemedia

Implications: Offering more than brand awareness, investment firms are leveraging digital channels’ ability to 
serve as a gateway to its online educational tools and link to additional resources via content marketing.

Free downloadable guides in online ads 

Educational videos in online ads 

Guiding consumers toward online
tools to help simplify the planning process
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Gamification Fuses Entertainment and Education
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Source: Comperemedia

Implications: Investment firms that create engaging mobile content, whether educational games, serious research 
tools, or sophisticated trading tools, can grab some of the “down time” people increasingly like to avoid and use it to 
strengthen their relationships with their customers. These games and exercises would also help investment firms 
capture people while they learn and increase the odds that they will become customers.

Consumers of all ages buy into the idea of fusing entertainment and education, a trend that has emerged to make 
learning more fun. These online games help novices learn the general basics of investing and are available from both 
third parties as well as investment firms.
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Prudential’s Race for Retirement 1% Pledge Campaign 

For some time now, Prudential has been attempting to educate the public about the challenges we all face with 
our own human behaviors. Prudential’s Race for Retirement 1% Pledge campaign helps to educate Americans on 
how they can start saving earlier for retirement or what they can do today to be better prepared for tomorrow. It 
has an interactive game for consumers to play and then asks for their action via a pledge. 

17

Source: http://www.raceforretirement.com/ 
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USAA Promotes Goal Setting

Earlier this year, USAA attempted to bust inertia by promoting goal setting by using the start of a new year to 
encourage customers to consider their financial goals, offering their services and tools as a means of helping 
reach them. USAA also positioned financial goal setting as aspirational, intended to benefit the customer’s future 
self by encouraging customers to start saving, regardless of one’s future goals; not exactly tethered to a 
customer’s life-stage, but encouraging preparedness to finance major purchases.

18

Source: Compermedia
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New and Noteworthy
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Fidelity Launches Automated Robo-Advice Platform Fidelity Go

Fidelity launched a pilot program for its automated robo-advice platform called Fidelity Go. The pilot started with 
500 of Fidelity’s existing customers ages 25–45. Fidelity Go’s annual fees range from 0.35% to 0.39% and the 
minimum investment requirement is $5,000. A national rollout of the program is expected in the second half of 
the year. 
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Source: http://www.wsj.com/articles/fidelity-investments-starts-national-pilot-of-its-robo-service-1459287488

Implications: Providing a digital, or “robo” solution has become a necessity in an industry being driven by mobile 
start-ups. Established brands have an advantage due to their long-standing history and the high level of trust 
they have established among their existing client base. However, they are also challenged with slower speed-to-
market, and are at risk of being beaten to the finish line by some of their more agile start-up competitors.

http://www.wsj.com/articles/fidelity-investments-starts-national-pilot-of-its-robo-service-1459287488
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Goldman Sachs Purchases Honest Dollar, A Mobile Tool for Retirement Savings

Goldman Sachs has agreed to purchase Honest Dollar, a mobile tool for retirement savings. Goldman Sachs has 
agreed to acquire Honest Dollar, a mobile retirement savings platform that works with those who do not have 
access to an employer-sponsored plan. The investment management division of Goldman is acquiring the Austin, 
Texas-based Honest Dollar, which launched last year, in an effort to serve about 45 million Americans without 
employer-sponsored plans. 
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Source: http://www.investmentnews.com/article/20160314/FREE/160319972/goldman-sachs-to-acquire-retirement-savings-startup

Implications: With the wide distribution capabilities and access to large pools of investors, established and well-
funded companies have the ability to develop in-house capabilities and/or partner with tech companies to 
create new expectations for the rest of the market.

Honest Dollar automates the retirement savings process by choosing a 
portfolio for clients after they have scanned in their personal 
information using their driver's licenses and answering a questionnaire. 

http://www.investmentnews.com/article/20160314/FREE/160319972/goldman-sachs-to-acquire-retirement-savings-startup
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Goldman Sachs Moves Into Retail Banking

Goldman Sachs entered retail banking, as it started taking online deposits as low as $1 for savings accounts on 
April 18. The new retail banking arm, GS Bank, comes about eight months after Goldman announced that it 
would acquire GE Capital's online deposit arm, giving it about $16 billion in accounts and certificates of deposit. 

22

Source: Dugan, Kevin. “Goldman Sachs Finally Moves Into Retail Banking.” New York Post (04/18/16)

As an incentive for early movers, Goldman 
will give 1.05 percent annual yield for new 
deposits and 2 percent on a five-year CD. 

“Like other online banks, they don't have the 
expense of a branch network to maintain. 
Servicing accounts online is a lot cheaper, 
and consumers are benefiting from that.”

- Bankrate.com analyst Greg McBride
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SigFig Partners with UBS Features Equity Investment, Tools for Wealth Managers

A new strategic partnership between UBS Wealth Management Americas and SigFig features both an equity 
investment in the automated investment platform and in new software solutions for UBS wealth managers. The 
investment comes as UBS continues its shift in focus toward wealth management and includes the building of a 
joint Advisor Technology Research and Innovation Lab to facilitate collaboration between UBS financial 
professionals and SigFig’s technologists. 

Mike Sha, SigFig CEO emphasized the importance of technology in helping wealth managers customize investing 
solutions for their clients. He added that partnerships with major financial institutions like UBS will be key in 
growing the reach of the platform.
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Source: Penn. David. “SigFig Partnership with UBS Features Equity Investment, Tools for Wealth Managers.” Finovate (05/17/16)

“Investment in technology 
like SigFig’s is vital for the 
wealth management 
business to better align 
service, advice, and access … 
with how clients live their 
lives today.”  

- Tom Naratil, President of UBS Americas
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Ladenburg Thalmann Financial Services Launched $ymbil

Ladenburg Thalmann Financial Services also launched a self-service investment platform in March called $ymbil, 
geared toward the advisor and the investor. $ymbil matches clients of Ladenburg affiliated advisors to a 
diversified portfolio consistent with their personal risk tolerance. Requiring a minimum investment of $500, 
$ymbil allows clients to fund their accounts and start investing in minutes.

24

Source: http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20160321005351/en/Ladenburg-Thalmann-Launches-ymbil---Robo-Advisor-Platform

“With $ymbil, we are helping advisors address 
the growing demand for wealth management 
services that harness the combined benefits of 
automation and human insight.”

- Adam Malamed, Ladenburg’s Chief Operating Officer

http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20160321005351/en/Ladenburg-Thalmann-Launches-ymbil---Robo-Advisor-Platform
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MeetInvest: World’s First Single-Stock Algorithm-Driven Robo-Advisor 

MeetInvest is introducing the world’s first single-stock, expert-based, algorithm-driven Robo-Advisor for 
individual investors or financial institutions. Their system screens 69,000+ stocks worldwide every day and brings 
investment education to users in simple, jargon-free language. Headquartered in Switzerland, MeetInvest was 
has raised $1.5M in capital funding.

25

Source: Finnovate
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The Emergence of Social Media Platforms 

SnapChat has been rumored to be exploring the implementation of investment and retirement planning features 
into its platform. Other financial-based platforms rumored to be developing investment products included 
Venmo and Mint.com. 

26

Source: http://www.reuters.com/article/wealth-usa-etf-idUSL1N14R2A020160108

“The landscape for financial services has been heavily democratized…now 
social media platforms have the opportunity to democratize the 
accessibility and delivery of those products and advisory services.”  

- Head of ETF trading at Cantor Fitzgerald, Reginald Browne 

http://www.reuters.com/article/wealth-usa-etf-idUSL1N14R2A020160108
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